
WINE GROWING IN 

GREAT BRITAIN 
A complete guide to growing grapes for wine 

production in cool climates 
 

Wine Growing in Great Britain is an A to Z to growing vines in 

the UK. For anyone contemplating planting and establishing a 

vineyard in the UK, and for those already growing vines on a 

small scale who perhaps wish to expand their vineyards and 

improve their winegrowing skills, it will be invaluable. It will also 

be of interest to students of viticulture. 

Wine Growing in Great Britain covers not only the viticultural 

tasks involved, but also, uniquely, the finances of UK wine 

growing: land costs, vineyard establishment and management 

costs and the income from both grape sales and wine sales.  
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6.   Site planning and preparation 

7.   Vineyard nutrition 
8.   Planting your vineyard 
9.   Trellising systems – construction 
10.  Machinery and equipment 

11.  Management – establishment phase 
12.  Management – cropping years 
13.  Frost protection 
14.  Weed control 
15.  Protected vinegrowing 
16.  Pest and disease control 

17.  Trunk diseases 
18.  Organic and biodynamic viticulture 
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There are also appendices on: Useful addresses, Vine varieties grown in the UK, the story of Wrotham Pinot, the Agricultural Flat 

Rate Scheme and Vineyard running costs. 
 

Here’s what some readers have said about it: 

 “valuable and useful”, “absolutely everything you need to know about establishing a vineyard”, “for anyone 

interested in the warts-and-all reality of grape growing, this is an indispensable 210-page guide” Richard Hemming, 

JancisRobinson.com  

 “For those seeking to learn more of the detailed aspects of wine production this is an essential purchase.” “An 

encyclopaedic text that should be found on the bookshelf of everyone involved in this industry.” Malcolm Withnall, 

2014 Vine Growers Yearbook. 

 “An excellent book – it’s now my new bible” Chris, Ashford, Kent. 

 “I received my copy of your book from Lulu who were very efficient.  It is very well written and I find it so informative 

but your points are put down in a manner that I find I can follow and absorb.  Some informative books can get boring 

but not this.  Thanks.” Ann via email. 

 “Thanks Stephen.  It has arrived and is wonderful.  I think it’s going to be incredibly useful.” Jane, Bedford. 

 

Wine Growing in Great Britain is in A4 format, spiral bound with a full colour cover and black and white interior. It 

contains 174,000 words and is 208 pages long. £30 plus postage and packing. 
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